Wish I could whistle down the Northern Lights
And send them dancing all across the night
Maybe then when all the sky was blazing
Maybe then I’d feel you somewhere
gazing at a star,
And you could feel me too
as I say goodbye to you

It breaks my heart in two, to say goodbye to you
Wish time could turn us back to yesterday
The gods above would look the other way
Maybe then we still could laugh together
Maybe then it could be autumn forever and a day
But I must face the truth and say goodbye to you
It breaks my heart in two, to say goodbye to you

Wish I could whistle down the Northern Lights
And send them dancing all across the night
Maybe then in my memories for saving
One last time in the marsh waving from afar
One last glance or two and I’ll say goodbye to you
It breaks my heart in two, to say goodbye to you

Join us to celebrate Dave Hare
Saturday August 27, 2011
1:00 p.m. in the afternoon
Air Tindi Dash 7 Hangar

In lieu of flowers, donations can be made to
The Hare Girls Trust, Scotiabank